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'Losing yourself in order to make something substantial'
After learning comes the unlearning. This is necessary in order to
not get stuck into stiff formats and academism. If you really want to
swing, you need to be be able to dance out of the rhythm.
This is the aim of Meta Darlings. In No Man’s Art Gallery’s press
release we read: Leaving balance as an act of doing, just letting go,
loose yourself in order to make - leaving conformism, common sense,
to unknown territory where possible forms of reality can occur.
The most known participant is Afra Eisma. She stood out at The Royal
Prize for Painting with her big, half abstract representations in
tufted wool. Here she shows ceramics: helpless vases and pots that
look as if the maker never used clay before, but underneath lurks a
black humor. For example threads with human ears are attached to a
vase, comparable to the horrific necklaces of soldiers in 'Apocalypse
Now' which kept count of how many people they murdered.
Also Fabian Herkenhoener and Arash Fakhim show a search of new forms
of expression led by the material. The first one sprayed paint on
canvas that was covered by dust, the repetitive words “leaving
balance” are dancing and even tripping. The latter pasted colorful
plastics unto each other made into a collage with the title “Donkeys
always jump up when the snakes crawl - a score for a dance piece”.
Demian Kern looks for the adventure of the unknown in the subject. In
“Energy comes first, it powers the network and not vice versa” he
paints the most banal of the banal: a terminal block. Enlarged to a
canvas filling format it produces a remarkably strong work.
All works have such a surprise element. They are however not the
result of happy coincidence, something that just appeared when the
makers “let themselves go”. The sophisticated titles alone, betray a
guiding hand and a conscious mind.
In that sense the title of the exhibition is chosen well. Total
autonomy - art that is disconnected of information, association and
history - is the aim, but remains by definition unreachable. The aim
itself does deliver a sparkling work.
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